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more widely known.
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its own right. It may be premature I
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SCHMERZBEKAMPFUNG (POST-OPERATIVE
IATION) Edited by W. F. Henschel,
172; illustrated; price not stated.)
Stuttgart. 1972.

The ideal therapy for relief of postoper;
not yet been discovered. The drugs
derivatives, which most successfully
have unwelcome side-effects, particular
of respiration and clouding of consci
fact is underlined by several speakers i
symposium which covers a conference h
in May 1971. Epidural anaesthesia has
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technique is simple and the success i]
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Spastics International Medical Boc
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One thousand mentally handicapj
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constitute Dr livanainen's basic mate
880 who were still alive on 31 Decemt
subjected to physical, cytogenetic, EE
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these, further studies were carried
patients.
The population was a selected on
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describe their neurological and neui
findings with reference to aetiology. D
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Dr livanainen's clear, scholarly, al
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account of the present state of clinical knowledge of
this subject, is a useful corrective to the folklore of
mental retardation still too often purveyed. This is a
new book to be warmly welcomed and recommended.

RONALD C. MACGILLIVRAY

tvuivpilL9 III THE INTERNATIONAL PILOT STUDY OF SCHIZOPHRENIA,
interesting in VOL. 1 World Health Organization. (Pp. 427;
to link these Sw. Fr. 56.) World Health Organization: Geneva.
level, but the 1973.
d therapy are This book is a report of a study carried out in nine

countries into the occurrence of functional psychotic
J. A. SIMPSON illnesses. The main emphasis was placed on schizo-

phrenia. The principal intentions of the study were to
,PAIN ALLEV see if schizophrenia could be shown to occur in a
Bremen. (Pp. definitely recognizable form in the various cultures
Schatlauer: involved and to examine the possibility of recording

and classifying the features of the psychoses in a
ative pain has reproducible and comparable way in all the
;, the opium countries concerned. To this end, more than 1,200
combat pain patients were examined. They were aged between 15
rly depression and 44 years and had functional psychotic illnesses of
ousness. This recent onset. They were examined principally by
in the present means of the Present State Examination. Analysis of
ield in Bremen the results in various ways showed that similar
many advan- groups of schizophrenics could be identified in each
)erations. The of the nine countries involved. It appeared from the
mpressive. In study that it was possible to develop reliable tech-
le problem of niques for examining psychosis on an international
exhaustively basis. The book confines itself to a description of this
introduction project which was carried out in a most detailed and

iveness is un- careful way. No reader could fail to be impressed by
the thoughtful and meticulous nature of this work

J. SCHORSTEIN which had produced results of fundamental import-
ance to psychiatry. Despite this, he could perhaps

RETARDATION find it at times difficult to sustain his attention to this
rated; £4.40.) book which by virtue of its adherence to matters of
)ks: London. fact and attention to fine detail is a little dry in style.
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